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Abstract. A recent paper (2012 J. Phys. A 45 374018) is extended by investigating
the behavior of the regularized quantum scalar stress tensor near the axes of cones and
their covering manifold, the Dowker space. A cone is parametrized by its angle θ1,
where θ1 = 2pi for flat space. We find that the tensor components have singularities of
the type rγ , but the generic leading γ equals 4pi
θ1
− 2, which is negative if and only if
θ1 > 2pi, and is a positive integer if θ1 =
2pi
N
. Thus the functions are analytic in those
cases that can be solved by the method of images starting from flat space, and they
are not divergent in the cases that interpolate between those. As a wedge of angle α
can be solved by images starting from a cone of angle 2α, a divergent stress can arise
in a wedge with pi < α ≤ 2pi but not in a smaller one.
PACS numbers: 03.70.+k, 41.20.Cv
AMS classification scheme numbers: 81T55, 34B27, 81Q05
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A recent study [1] of the Green functions and vacuum stress tensors of a quantized
scalar field in cones and wedges did not address the singular behavior (even after point-
splitting regularization) of those quantities near the axis. That issue has now become
quite pertinent, as a violation of the expected relation between torque and energy in
the wedge [2] or the cone [3] has been discovered and has been tentatively attributed
somehow to the axial singularity [3, 4]. Here we report some further analysis, using
Mathematica, of the regularized energy densities and pressures derived in [1] for cones
and for the universal cover of cones and wedges, the Dowker space [5, 6, 7].
We review that a cone space-time (also known as the exterior of a cosmic string of
infinitesimal diameter) is characterized by its angle θ1 , which equals 2pi when the cone
degenerates to Minkowski space. (The deficit angle, 2pi − θ1 , is often used instead.)
Any value 0 < θ1 ≤ ∞ is geometrically possible, although in the physical theory of
cosmic strings one usually assumes θ1 ≪ 2pi. The case θ1 = ∞ is the Dowker space.
Green functions for any cone can be obtained from the corresponding Green functions of
Dowker space as infinite periodicity sums. In turn, a wedge of angle α can be obtained
by one additional application of the method of images from a cone of angle θ1 = 2α. Of
course, a physical wedge sitting in Minkowski space must have α ≤ 2pi.
The starting point of the calculation is, as usual, T , the Euclidean Green function,
or cylinder kernel, of the scalar field in the cone [8, 6, 9, 10, 1]. T is a priori a function
of two space-time points, hence of eight coordinates, but those are reduced to six by
translation invariance in the temporal and axial directions. At the end of the calculation
the two points are brought together, except for one coordinate, say z, maintained as a
regularization parameter; thus the stress tensor components have the form Tµν(r, θ, z;α)
for a wedge of angle α and Tµν(r, z; θ1) for a cone of angle θ1. (To simplify notation, in
this paper it is to be understood that the “zero-point” term, Tµν(z; 2pi), has already been
subtracted from such objects.) Formulas for T are summarized in [1, Sec. 4]; they are too
cumbersome to reproduce here or to manipulate further without computer assistance.
Therefore, Mathematica is used to evaluate the formulas for the expectation values of
the components of the stress tensor, whose abstract forms in cylindrical coordinates
appear in [1, Sec. 2 and corrigendum]. The most salient feature of the formulas in Sec. 2
is the appearance of terms such as
∂r
2T , ∂r∂r′T |r′=r ,
1
r
∂rT ,
1
r2
∂θ
2 (1)
requiring two differentiations or divisions by a radial coordinate.
Before regularization, T displays two types of singularities, those where r′ = r
and those where either r or r′ equals 0. The first type is regularized by keeping the
point separation, t or z, different from 0. (In fact, in a cone this divergence is then
completely removed by the subtraction of the flat-space term, but in a wedge or more
general region there will still be divergences of this type at the reflecting boundaries.)
In [1] the t-splitting was used, but in the present work we have used z-splitting, because
it has become clear [11, 4] that it is more likely to give physically satisfactory results
when the cutoff is left finite. (This change makes no difference in the qualitative results
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we have to report here.)
Singularities of the second type are not softened by the point splitting, so it is
important to study and understand them. Examination of the formula for T reveals
that its small-radius asymptotic dependence on r and r′ collectively involves nonintegral
powers, of which the most singular is r4pi/θ1 . Because of the presence of the terms (1),
stress tensor components can contain terms with behavior as bad as r4pi/θ1−2. This
exponent is negative if θ1 > 2pi. If θ1 < 2pi but not equal to 4pi/N , the functions are
generally singular (nonanalytic) but nondivergent. These expectations are borne out by
our detailed Mathematica investigation of the stress tensor. TheMathematica command
Series[] does most of the work, but is not able to handle all of the asymptotics of
our functions, which are both nonanalytic and algebraically compound, without some
coaxing. That is, results of some hand calculations needed to be inserted at a certain
intermediate step; dwelling on the details here would be inappropriate.
For the Dowker manifold, the leading singularity in the stress tensor is (more easily)
seen to be (r ln r)−2, which is actually slightly softer than the naive θ1 →∞ limit, r
−2.
It is interesting that periodic image sums of the Dowker Green function are less singular
than the function itself.
The maximally singular behavior does not appear in all tensor components. In the
radial and tangential pressures (Trr , T⊥⊥ in the notation of [1]), the leading term r
4pi/θ1−2
does appear, with coefficient proportional to 1 + 4β, where β = ξ − 1
4
is the curvature
coupling parameter of the scalar field theory. It therefore does not appear for minimal
coupling, β = −1
4
. On the other hand, in the energy density and the axial pressure
(T00 , Tzz) the leading term appears with coefficient proportional to β. Therefore, it
does not appear for the calculationally simplest coupling, β = 0 (ξ = 1
4
).
Finally, observe that r4pi/θ1−2 is analytic if θ1 = 4pi/N for an integer N . In
particular, this is so when θ1 = 2pi/N , the cases where T can be formed from the
T of flat space by images. This observation resolves an apparent paradox, which largely
motivated this work. Because T (2pi) is nonsingular, T (2pi/N) must be also, and we
now see (at least through the lowest orders) that it is. Moreover, numerical calculations
show no qualitative difference between the vacuum stresses of cones with θ1 = 2pi/N and
those with nearby real values of θ1 , and we now see that those interpolating irrational
angles display no divergences at the axis, because θ1 < 2pi.
We have not looked here at the stress tensors of wedges (which require manipulating
cone Green functions with θ′ 6= θ). However, we anticipate results consistent with those
for cones. In particular, wedges with angles α = pi/N will display no singular behavior
at all at the axis, and other angles α ≤ pi will display no divergences there. On the
other hand, divergent behavior in the (z-cutoff) stress tensor can occur in a wedge with
α > pi. Cases like α = 2pi/3, where the exponent is a positive odd integer, should also
be nonsingular; we do not know the physical or geometrical significance of this fact.
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